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"The 'Wielstra' Treatise"

~ The infallibility of Allah's WORD ~
v/s
The fallibility of the Biblical texts
This Treatise is written as a response to John Wielstra's 'ask' of me:
"Do you believe that the bible is the infallible Word of Allah."
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Dear brother 'John,' since Allah is the SUPER POWER who simply IS, and who created
everything, then all of us need to believe that HIS ~ HER Word is infallible.
What does infallibility mean in this context? Infallibility in this context means that what
Allah says 'IS' and, what He says is to BE will BE. (must be * - Note at page 12).
How does Allah speak to mortal man on this level? The thoughts of Allah inspire man in
every endeavour. Allah, as He ~ She, is the font of all Wisdom. Any instruction around
the issue effecting the mortal tissue of man, or their spiritual earthly salvation or their
destruction are also received telepathically by man as instructed by Allah the Source.
Since I state that I am the TRUTH and that my spiritual name is "Invincible," and that
my spirit soul is free of Sin within, (having no negative energy of Allah the Source
within my soul) it means that I have no negative emotions of fear, anger jealousy or
hatred within.
The result of having no negative emotions is that I, and ONLY I, am the pure channel for
Allah She ~ He. It also means that She is the one to dictate their message to humanity at
this point in time.
Thus they, THE Divinity, are able to speak through my mind without my thoughts
being either manipulated, disturbed or interpolated with, by any other thoughts from
the Dark demonic level. In summary, there is no interfering or changing what I
PERSONALLY RECORD as TEXT in my The Testament of TRUTH to all humanity.
My book is the Infallible WORD of Allah written by THE pure soul so as to abolish all
past teachings simply because all past teachings and Scriptural texts are not infallible.
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The reason they are not infallible is because the authors of said scriptures had minds
that could be 'inspired' by both the Light and the Dark aspect of the Source thereby
distorting the true word of Allah.
The men writing, editing, adjusting or interpreting these texts were not free of sin
within, and therefore their thoughtful 'ideas,' carried through the ether telepathically,
arose from both the LIGHT of Allah and the DARK of Allah.
The Dark intruded telepathically via the negative energy (ITS) within man and as a
consequence THE DARK, via said men, 'wrested the scriptures,' and thereby enabled the
ongoing destruction of man by the Dark Sovereign Power. (Allah)
~~~
~ INFALLIBLE REVELATIONS of Allah ~
I state here and now those words which ARE the infallible WORDS of Allah and ARE a
direct Command from Allah to mankind. Being; Allah's REQUIREMENT if man wishes
to be 'Saved,' and therefore be freed of their inner SIN.
I hereby record some of the infallible WORDS of Allah which were recorded correctly in
mans' Holy scriptural texts over the ages.
(a) Go your way in peace and love one another and BE merciful and compassionate and
always FORGIVE your enemies.
(b) Turn the other cheek when faced with adversity and do NOT retaliate or you will be
late for Heavens Gate.
(c) Go as “a Lamb to the slaughter” even when your enemies wish to destroy you.
(d) The words purported to have been spoken by Jesus and recorded here by my hand are
also the infallible Word of Allah.
"The greatest of all the commands given by the Father is that we are to LOVE one another
and to forgive others even unto 70 x 7, and I add, more than 70 x seven."

Allah now reiterates: “MY ONE LAW is immutable and INFALLIBLE." That LAW is:
"As you Sow so shall you Reap – what you or your servants do unto others will be done to
you by others on an EQUAL and therefore 'eye for an eye' basis” - - - being;

"ABSOLUTE JUSTICE"
A very long time ago when man lived in the garden of Eden, Allah spoke to each saying:
“You may eat of any fruit in this place but I FORBID you to sup on the fruit of the Dark
Tree because if you do you will suffer eternally and die in your SIN”
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Only Allah knew why HIS ~ HER children would die spiritually. The reason for that is
within my Testament Text. The question is; “What” tempted man to eat of this forbidden
FRUIT?
It was NOT 'Eve' because that is simply a deception of the Dark wishing to lay blame on
one's sister. A tempting THOUGHT arises in the mind of EVERY child/spirit created by
Allah THE Father to see:
1 - “Who” is a faithful worthy seed and resists the 'temptation' to defy His Command of
peace & love and does NOT use His destructive controlling Power against another and,
2 - “Who” is an unfaithful unworthy seed who does NOT 'obey' His Command and thus
uses His forceful dark and destructive energy and is to be destroyed by “He.”
The deceiving thoughts from the DARK said: “You can eat of this fruit and NOT die, for
all that will happen is that you will LEARN the difference between GOOD and EVIL."
(Implying that you would simply learn of the existence of evil and it's nature.)
Although the individuals did not literally eat any fruit, for the fruit of the DARK tree is
simply the NEGATIVE energy of Allah the FATHER, the moment they gave in to these
thoughts and chose to be negative, they drew IN some of IT (Sin) and IT contaminated
their souls.
The consequence of that action is that they placed themselves within the Law of the
DARK. HE (Allah) is the sum total of ALL destructive and forceful ENERGY, and it is
HIS prerogative ONLY to use it, NOT yours, nor Adam's nor Eve's.
Man today defies Allah every day as a result of the 'Sin' within man which JUSTIFIES
the continued use of IT'S ENERGY (Allah's) within mankind. Dark emotions enabling
the FEAR of oppression or persecution and fear of loss of freedom, as well as GREED,
with it's insatiable needs, and hatred or jealousy with ITS destructive demands. (The
Sin)
When you have ANY sin energy within you it is impossible to win, because the SIN
energy is all knowing and absolutely deceptive and cunning and IT never sleeps.
You need to understand that the moment you use Allah's dark energy to control, injure
or judge any of his children, IT'S intent, Allah's intent, is to fill your soul with IT (dark
energy) so that IT can then drag your UNFAITHFUL soul into IT'S Dark and forbidden
LAIR to crush you into NOTHINGNESS and excruciating AGONY.
This IT does due to your INITIAL defiance of Allah. Yes, the DARK energy within YOU
seeks to drag ITSELF within YOU down into ITS rightful place BELOW.
Try and see that when you defied Allah in the first instance in using His forbidden to
use Dark and destructive ENERGY, that in FACT, in His 'eye,' you STOLE it that energy
that belongs only to Him. HE forgives NOTHING. HE is MERCILESS and PURE Justice.
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HE (Allah) permits NO sin (negative energy) to exist in His LIGHT because, any speck
of DARK would be a blot in HIS Paradise space which is SHE The Light.
Therefore any spirit living in Paradise who thinks and decides and 'moves' to “take or
deny” are, in a blink of an eye, taken out of His sky and out of His eternally moving
canvas of beauty.
His Paradise is ONLY filled with people who are absolutely loving, giving, adoring,
honest, respectful and very kind in giving of their all to each other.
NOTE – Similarly as on an earthly level where the dominant (SUPER POWER) brooks
NO competition to IT'S supreme position and therefore destroys others competing with
IT'S dominance, the Dark energy of Allah being the real SUPER POWER, “Brooks” no
competition.
So, when you have even one speck of IT'S darkness within you then, - - - in IT'S sight,
you are competing with IT, and consequently IT sets out to destroy you and absorb your
negative energy (IT'S Energy) back into IT, being within HIS fold where IT rightly
belongs.
It is NOT that Allah is EVIL, it is just that HIS energy simply is what it IS, pure
destructive Dark energy, being unchangeable by you or Itself. So when you defy Allah
and partake of IT then you will be destroyed by IT.
Only partake of Allah's Light Benign energy and become as IT is, loving and happy and
free eternally as you bow to Allah's Command. Allah's energy is all powerful, not YOU.
There are many text verses in the supposedly sacred scriptures of all religions which
ARE error, untruthful and deceptive ENOUGH to mislead you, you and YOU, but NOT
me. As a consequence of their fallibility, these texts as a 'whole,' have NO Salvation
value because they are not all Truth.
~~~
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~ THE deceptive STORIES ~
All the purported sacred texts of mans' religions hold stories which are deceiving. Jesus
never said that he was anything other than Allah's Messenger (sent by the Father) as I
am today. I state:
Jesus cannot save you - I cannot save you
Bhudda cannot save you - Muhammad cannot save you
The government religious ideology cannot save you
ONLY YOUR COMPREHENSION of my pure text written by Allah VIA my hand to
ENLIGHTEN you will save you IF YOU OBEY it's requirements in TOTALITY as
believers or DIE. The requirements being as per page 2 - a, b, c, d.
Allah's WORD and MY PEN are infallible.
When YOU defy Allah's Command then HE becomes your ENEMY.
You can NEVER fight HIM or His forces and 'win,' - - All you DO as you fight is, that YOU draw MORE Sin IN.
~~~
~ The Deception of the DARK ~
The deception of the Dark is IT'S capacity to convince you and to justify in your mind
that you need to continue to support "Its" Anti Christ actions by Defying the Command
of Allah page 2 – (a) whilst still believing that you can win your freedom from IT and
therefore be saved. This is the spell binding DELUSION binding man to his ignorance of
the 'Totality of Allah' and of IT the Dark aspect and to His immutable LAW.
"Yes," Caesar and all earthly governments are raised up by IT (Allah the Father) the
DARK because, from the very beginning He said:
“IF you use my forbidden to use energy which is dominating, controlling, intrusive,
forceful, punitive and destructive, YOU WILL DIE IN YOUR SIN because, you place
yourself within the PUNITIVE aspect of my INFALLIBLE LAW and you draw IT the
dark energy into your soul."

To AVOID paying ones spiritual dues man pays a daily ransom to Allah's earthly forces
(governments) and this results in and ensures that man continues to accrue MORE
punitive (Karmic) debts to Allah with the consequence that more suffering becomes
their due.
When THE TIME comes to PAY, it is Allah's (The Dark) thoughts in your mind which
will tempt and entice you by justifying in your mind a reason to RETALIATE and, as
THIS you DO, you DRAW IN more of Allah's Dark energy as you fight, which
contaminates your soul, making your destiny further and further from THE Light.
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Why is this so? The more you fund and condone Caesar's government the more you are
complicit to the forceful imposition, control, subjugation, punishment, loss and suffering
imposed on other children of Allah by your 'overlord,' the government of the day.
It is thus within the infallible Law of Allah that you MUST receive your just dues within
His Law, and MORE taxes and rules, regulations and punishment are imposed by Allah
the Father upon all by His earthly forces inspired from the dark lower realms.
It is thus that you and they all carry on in their not so merry way to HELL, completely
oblivious to that fact that Jesus the man cannot save them.
Why was all this not Revealed by Jesus? Because man lived in the dark ages and had no
means to communicate quickly. Only in the past hundred years or so have we had
electricity, lights, telephone, radio and now computers which only now give us
INSTANT Global Communication.
It is also ONLY now that we do understand the INVISIBLE ENERGY that powers all our
technology, and we understand more about positive and negative energy. It is my pen to
now reveal that Allah's Energy is similar in that His ~ Her energies also have twin
spiritual energy polarities.
The Dark is - forceful, controlling, punitive and destructive.
The Light is – benign, loving, kind and creative.
Only now does HE, the Father, out of love for His Beloved (She the Light) permit me to
enter into HIS domain of “Slavery and subjugation” to see if there is even ONE who can
save themselves before HE destroys all continuing to defy HIS: "Peace, mercy, love and
forgive" Command.
This is akin to a similar situation faced by the inhabitants of Sodom & Gomorra because
all mankind IS 'depraved' in the eyes of THE FATHER.
This is the FINAL CALL from Allah the LIGHT to every level of consciousness outside
of the pure Light, being all the 'lower' rooms in His mansion.

~~~
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~ Allah's invisible Energy ~
Two thousand years ago Allah's invisible ENERGY and ITS 'nature' could not be 'seen,'
nor measured, nor understood, and it is only now that 'enlightened' man can begin to
comprehend the possibility that Allah HAS and is comprised of a dual ENERGY
substance.
This energy of Allah can and does affect mankind's emotions and thoughts as well as
their Salvation or Demise. Mankind has 'transferred' his allegiance to the Dark
Sovereign Power, Allah the Father, rather than remaining faithful to the LIGHT
Sovereign Power, Allah the Mother.
The consequence being, that everyone is 'happily' living on a raft of delusion in total
ignorance of the fact that the 'lip' of the GIANT waterfall is just around the next bend
and they will ALL be swept over IT into agony unless they seize hold of the 'lifeline' I
extend.
Try and see that ONLY the positive Light ENERGY (She) is benign, loving, kind,
merciful, compassionate, forgiving and Creative.
He is the absolute opposite. He dominates totally, is controlling, cruel, remorseless,
vindictive, brutal, merciless, unforgiving, vengeful, angry, vain, proud, jealous, hateful
and utterly Destructive. As He IS so has society become.
Yes HE 'rules' this world with an IRON fist as His dark energy keeps you ALL within
the 'bounds' of the punitive aspect of His "As you sow so shall ye reap" Law for the SOLE
PURPOSE of ENSURING your DOWNFALL because of your continued defiance of the
'ONLY Love one another' Command. This Command is ignored by society today.
How does He accomplish your downfall and how do I, inspired by SHE, help YOU to it
SEE?
His earthly regulators are empowered by the Dark to do nothing other than raise up
thousands of Decrees enabling their (His) interference, coercion, threats in order to take
control of every aspect of human life by ensuring that His earthly 'governments' now
forcefully extort levies for every one of your activities.
This you can see in every business and private venture and, - - - every RULE in His
'Text' Books (Government legislation) enable Him to control, interfere, extort money,
judge, punish, enforce, injure or kill, being HIS 'pay-back' within HIS immutable LAW.
Can YOU not SEE that every activity 'enabled' by said legislation coerces YOU and
threatens YOU and forces YOU to support IT and thus 'back' IT? In every instance
whereby you obey these demands YOU are complicit to said impositions being placed
upon OTHERS, and thus you place yourself within the ONGOING punitive aspect of
the 'eye for an eye' LAW because, YOU must 'Reap what you sowed' in order for His Law
to be fulfilled.
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Thus you are interfered with MORE and taxed MORE through annually increasing
regulations, controls, licence fees, fines and punishment.
More to the POINT, it is more imperative for you to understand that your
'addiction' to holding ON to the 'belief' that you MUST contribute to this 'funding of
Caesar' INIQUITY means, - - - that you ARE daily in TOTAL CONTRAVENTION of His
~ Her Command Decrees: page 2, a – b – c –d, above.
THIS 'factor' of DEFIANCE keeps everyone drawing in more dark energy and suffering
more and continuing along the wide road to HELL even as they sing 'happily' with their
congregations believing that they are already safe and saved. NONE yet are say I.
Note: The 'Sin within' factor in fact refers to the mass of negative energy within a spirit
soul being the 'total volume' of negative emotions within.
As NO 'dark' energy exists within the pure Light of Heaven, it follows that NO spirit can
enter therein if they have even one 'speck' of dark emotional energy 'existing' within
their soul.
It follows that the spirit soul of every person exiting the biological flesh of this world is
drawn instantly to a level (Room in Allah's Mansion) having an equal 'vibration' to that
of their inner energy.
The greater the mass of dark emotional energy within their soul, the further from the
Light they find themself.
~~~
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~ What IS the 'POWER' & the 'GLORY' ~
The POWER is the easy way 'in or out' of situations, wherein man is either arrogant or
ignorant or 'weak' in morals, belief, conscience and emotionally unstable, and thus uses
force to gain or attain or to defend and fight, thereby losing his spiritual LIFE.
The GLORY is ONLY for those who NEVER find the 'justification' to defy the Command
of their Creator. Thus they HONOUR their Allah, and at all times and in all situations
they BOW in OBEDIENCE to Allah's Command meaning, they stand STILL and stay
strong in their belief and never raise their voice or hand against any other.
If those who obey Allah's command are to be 'struck down' they remain 'steady,' and
they 'permit' their Allah to DO what is needed to set them free from their past ways
when they sinned against others.
They do however NEVER 'give in' to the taxing extortionist DEMANDS imposed by
others who wield 'arms' and who use force. They simply say: "No, I cannot so do," and
suffer the consequence peacefully.
These stalwart souls only fund benign community effort and pay for services they need
and 'GIVE to the needy' who ASK for assistance.
Remember, the 'word' COMPULSORY means; that someone has invoked a decree and
has the expectation that you will comply through coercion and threat which is inevitably
backed by force of arms.
It feels good to 'have' the power of THE DARK POWER, (Allah's forceful energy) and to
thus be able to accomplish ANYTHING negative, even if it is in conflict with Allah's
Command, and thus controlling, extortionist, cruel, hateful, injurious, punitive or
destructive.
I say that 'simple' man needs to remember the absolute POWER of the DARK of Allah,
with ITS capacity to deceive everyone, and to get them to BELIEVE that to live happily
and to avoid suffering, that they need ITS (the System's) 'protection.'
No one sees that as the 'System of the Dark' (man's legislative bodies throughout the
world) uses FORCE, control, threat, coercion, extortion, punishment and killing in order
to 'apparently' protect man, but in so doing, man unknowingly loses the DIVINE
PROTECTION granted unto those who do NOT use nor rely on the 'strength' of their
arm or weaponry etc.
I say that no man true to Allah would invoke any 'regulatory' demand having a
punishment factor backed by force of arms because THE true ONLY live within the
'constraints' of Allah's Command as given in page 2, (a).
~~~
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~ The 'Valorous' Souls who adore their Allah ~
&
The taking 'ON' of the 'Sin' of this world

Let it here and now be clearly understood that existing in the 'Heaven' of pure love are
multitudes of pure spirit souls who have lived therein for an eternity of eternities
because our Creator has existed forever, and forever has been creating 'us' His ~ Her
children.
Existing in the 'limitless' other lower 'realms' of consciousness (Rooms in Allah's
Mansion) are trillions upon trillions upon trillions of other 'sisters & brothers' who went
astray and who 'await' this time of 'soul' purging so that they can 'rise up' even a tiny
step from where they presently ARE, being a spiritual level where suffering exists.
However, these souls will be NO better off unless they are enlightened as to 'why' they
are where they are and 'what' they need to know to assist themselves. This is where
valorous souls of honour come into the picture.
The 'first born' (created) spirit souls are endowed with a powerful inner Light and their
love for Allah's lost children is so great that 'when' Allah spoke in the Light saying:
"I need 101 million stalwart children to go out from this 'wonderland' so as to assist my
lost children."

A trillion, trillion 'hands' went UP saying: "I will go to help them."
Allah then said:
"You need to know that in order to 'understand' the dark emotional energy within them
which is binding them, that prior to entering that realm and being 'born' into the biology
of that place, you will be required to be 'infused' with some of MY Dark energy (Sin) so
that as you grow up there you will understand the power of the negative emotional
energy afflicting the lost, and IT will make you suffer."

A trillion, trillion 'hands' still went UP saying: "I will go to help them."
Allah then said:
"You cannot 'take' My Dark energy, for in so doing you place yourself in the punitive
aspect of My Law, for in taking IT you are stealing IT.
Thus if I choose you to go then I will GIVE you some of IT and place IT within you so
that you BEGIN your dangerous journey with NO 'label' of 'thief' attached but, - - You must understand that your spirit mind will remember naught of this as your earthly
consciousness will begin as a 'blank' fresh page and IF you are tempted to use this
ENERGY of mine then you place yourself within ITS Law and you will suffer the terrible
consequence within My immutable LAW."
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A trillion, trillion 'hands' still went UP saying: "I will go to help them."
Allah then said:
"When you are in that world and you have forgotten this there will emerge your elder
brother, and irrespective of the teaching you have grown up with you will recognize his
inner sight and you will read and comprehend My message sent to that world via his
mind, and you will then know how to assist My lost ones and, your valorous souls will
endure much hardship but will do everything in its power to uplift the consciousness of
your lost sisters and brothers so as to bring as many as you personally can home to your
MOTHER My Light."

A trillion, trillion 'hands' still went UP saying: "I will go to help them."
Allah then said:
"My promise to those brave and of good heart who I choose to go to that dark world is
that the dark energy of Mine which I 'loaned' them will be removed in the twinkling of an
eye prior to, or, 'on' their passing out of the flesh of that world, and their beauty will be
uplifted back into My sight to be adored forever by those they saved and ME."

A trillion, trillion 'hands' still went UP saying: "I will go to help them."
If you believe that you are 'one' of the 101 million chosen by Allah then you need to read
His ~ Her message via me and obey IT and prepare to help the lost and needy soon to be
roaming here, there, and everywhere as they suffer great travail, being their 'due' and, With your help and accrued wisdom you will enlighten them and assist them to save
themselves from the ETERNAL SWORD wielded against ANY who fail to OBEY the
ETERNAL WORD of ALLAH, being Allah's 'peace & love & mercy & compassion &
forgive' Command.
~~~
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~ Whose 'side' is Allah ON ? ~
It is I to clarify a REALITY which few 'men' see as they carry out their daily duty to
rules in a book or their other daily 'works' or activities.
Certainly they are ALL oblivious to the Truth and reality seen by me which is that our
ALLAH 'backs' each and every activity with Her or His ENERGY, for without their
energy we can in fact do NAUGHT, for every ACTION (interaction) is backed by the
spiritual energy of ONE or the OTHER or BOTH available to be USED.
What causes us to use the one or the other? It is in fact our thoughts which 'trigger' our
verbal or physical activity, and it is the INTENT of that which we intend to DO which
'attracts' the THOUGHTS from either the Light or the Dark aspect of the Source, Allah.
It needs to be understood that we HAVE an eternal 'relationship' with our Creator and
without their ENERGY, of which we are comprised, we can naught do.
Every 'inspiration' or 'idea' of man originates from the MIND of Allah. So, there are NO
'brilliant' people as such for there are simply children of Allah who incarnate onto this
earth in order to 'learn and or do something' BACKED by either OR, or ONE or both of
these ENERGIES of Allah.
A person with NO 'Sin' has ONLY 'Love & light' within their soul and thus they ONLY
'think' of being kind and helpful and considerate and loving towards ALL others, even
others who would seek to harm them in some way, and their only 'inspiration is from
the LIGHT of Allah which seeks to use them in a GIVING and loving way.
They also would never ever 'consider' taking a 'wage' to uphold any rules in a book
which would force them to be of the opposite ideology in their interaction. Being an
ideology which uses punitive or controlling darkness against others AND, - - - neither
would they consider employing or FUNDING a punitive organisation (or individual)
once they understood my texts.
It in FACT follows, that a person with 'Sin' within can still be inspired by the Light to do
RIGHT but they can also be 'tempted' by the DARK and thus 'think' of gaining the upper
'hand' and controlling, stealing, taking, lying, deceiving, injuring, extorting or taxing
money or even invading or killing etc. All this being the USE of Allah's 'forbidden to
use' destructive FORCE.
So Allah's ENERGY is 'ON' your side every time you 'interact' with others. If your 'party'
or yourself is waging War upon another who is RETALIATING, then THE ALLAH OF
DARK (The Father) is behind every action as both you and the other being the
'combatants' are unknowingly sitting on HIS giant chess board and ALL suffer.
ONLY be 'HER' benign energy in action at ALL times in ALL situations. Fail in THIS
and He and His energy will ultimately fill your soul and suck IT down to His depths.
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NOTE from page 1: must be * - If you are a 'creature' living outside the pure Light of
Heaven and outside of the constraints of Allah's Command as given in page 2 – (a), it
means that you must BE an offender in His eyes and thus one to be despised and
deceived by HIM so as to keep you BOUND unto eternal servitude and suffering within
the constraints of His immutable Law.
Once you are in this unenviable position, as are ALL mankind, you can ONLY become
free if and when you 'listen' to ME with my message from HER, and you thus stop
funding and supporting the iniquitous organizations raised up by HIM to keep you
LEGALLY bound within HIS Law, and you 'simply' suffer your accrued DUES without
retaliating.
It is thus and ONLY thus that He THE DARK Sovereign POWER sees your attempts at
'fidelity' to His ~ Her "Love one another" Command, and He then sets you free once you
HAVE enabled Him to 'balance' His Scales of Justice as you STOP retaliating, and thus
you STOP accruing more painful spiritual dues.
The UNHOLY Christian 'heads of house' are the legislators, and the UNHOLY Muslim
'heads of house' are the Clerics who all legislate their 'demands, rites, rituals.' All such
controllers are EQUALLY 'slave drivers' used by Allah/Allah to keep you away from
being 'able' to live by the TRUE 'creed' of love, peace, mercy, compassion and
forgiveness.
Every Taliban or Christian 'enforcer' or any soldier or police or magistrate is IN the same
sorry 'boat' because they themselves are being coerced into following and upholding
rules through taking a wage to so do. Ultimately you and they ALL eventually FALL.
Legislators raise up endless rules which are FORCING police, magistrates and
enforcement agencies into CRIMINAL acts of extortion and merciless persecution and
punishment. All this funded by the ignorant taxpayer.
Woe and more woe is to be as the 'tough guys' confront other 'tough guys' and insanity
and resultant travail all will see.
We all need the provision of community services however, we must now all begin to
'revolve' within the precepts of Allah's Command and THUS remain within the benign
aspect of Allah's Law and receive a bountiful return wherein all will be happy.
Only fund and support and condone benign community effort. People must 'ask and
receive' rather than demand and take using force backed by legislation.
All those who disturb the peace of the land must be educated as per my 'The Feeling
Easier' Seminar' in the Offender document:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/offend1.htm
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Mother Allah THE LIGHT SOVEREIGN POWER states:
"Do not uphold any flag or nation or king or queen or land mass or race or
colour or creed, for in so doing you will make others suffer and bleed. Only
uphold MY Command as given in page 2 – (a) above, in personally living
IT."
I wish you well John. Please now understand that SHE sent you to earth as me to uplift
the LOST. Please now awaken from your 'reverie' and set DOWN past scriptural texts
and ONLY read what SHE has sent to earth via ME.
Mankind now needs NO 'Pope or bishop or priest or cleric' or any other purported 'holy
man,' for NONE are holy and man must now turn direct to ALLAH and abide in His ~
Her Command by reprogramming their minds with the Testament of Truth content.
There is 'something' that 'Popes or bishops or priests or clerics' need to UNDERSTAND,
being that 'as' they have been preaching from contaminated teachings thereby deceiving
Allah's children, that within the 'eye for an eye' Law of Allah they now are to be
'deceived.'
How so? The DARK aspect of the Source will do ITS 'best' to keep them away from my
truth, and they will INSIST in holding ON to their past ways and thus they fall because
they will not amend their ways and will continue to 'preach' falsity and try to turn
others away from me and MY Truth which is Allah's truth.
Truly, it will be incredibly 'hard' for any minister to save themselves. Please do YOUR
best to convince them once YOU believe in Allah's message via my pen.
Any activity or 'action' by oneself OR by ones servants which is 'outside' of the
constraints of the three words below are ERROR.
"LOVE ONE ANOTHER"
Terence
This Treatise is found on line as Item 1 on the 'crucifixion of religion' pages:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/crucify.htm
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My prior letter to John for the reader's interest:
Dear John, the 'Bible' as you see it does 'YES' contain much which can be deemed the
infallible word of Allah - e.g. - Allah's Command of 'love one another, go your way in
peace and be compassionate, merciful & forgive your 'enemy' etc., but there is MUCH
interpolated in texts which is error and much which enables man to 'side track' the
Command because the interpretation of much is also conflicting.
The 'books' of the bible were written by men 'with sin' (negative emotions) and it is thus
that VIA their dark inner energy the DARK can interpolate ITS deceptive, tempting and
destructive thoughts and IT so DID.
I have the SAME relationship with Allah as do you and everybody - we are ALL sister &
brother - ALL children of the Creator - my 'personal' relationship with Allah is that my
spirit soul is one of the first born zillions of years ago and I have NO negative emotions
within and THUS my mind is 'infallible' in that the DARK aspect of the Source and ITS
demonic forces cannot access my mind to 'disturb' it and thus cannot deviate IT from the
TRUTH - hence my capacity to be a pure channel for the Light to enlighten the world
with PURE spiritual truth.
We ALL 'relate' to ONE or the other aspects of the SOURCE - There is no 'Allah & the
Devil' there is but Allah and Allah's energies 'Benign & creative LIGHT and malignant
and destructive DARK, and as we use either energy we are 'relating' to IT and the
consequences thereof: We BECOME as IT, be it Light or Dark.
Religions are man made and certainly there is much truth in their teachings, but none of
them have the revelations I now bring to help people through the dark times at hand.
NO religious teaching can save anyone - for everyone finds 'justification or the reason' to
defend, fight or pay levies to the CONTRA doctrine etc. (Caesar's destructive and
controlling forces)
I am not a 'supernatural' being equivalent to Allah for no 'man nor woman' can so be for 'we' are but an infinitesimal fraction of Allah's energy. I am 'similar' to the Light of
Allah in that my energy 'frequency being pure Light vibrates at HER (Mother's)
frequency and thus I am as She is.
Man does not realise that HE the Father IS the DARK negative energy essence from
which the 'eternal' fire is created and transforms itself into HER Light - these two
energies are EQUAL and in perfect harmony.
The Dark that is termed 'Evil' is not anything other than what it simply IS - as is the
Light which we call 'Love' - the use of one makes us feel good as does the use of the
other, for mad men striking out with their sword feel GOOD as it slices off the arm of
their enemy - for the DARK essence flowing through them IS meting out JUSTIFIED
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PAYBACK thus the Light & Dark both feel good and justified when they give 'us' a
return for our deeds.
So when we receive a return of the Light energy and people are kind and good towards
us we feel GOOD - when we receive a return of anger or hatred and get smashed in the
face we feel HURT or sad or terrified etc.
BOTH actions simply receiving a 'Just' return of Allah's ENERGY - the DARK is what we
were forbidden to use - (The Fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good & evil)
So in fact if Allah had simply told His children that if they put their hand in a fire that it
would burn them it would be the same - Allah knows that HIS Dark energy is what it IS
– being TOTAL super intelligence which is Totally destructive and deceptive etc., so no
mortal understands ITS cunning ways and no man can 'compete' with IT nor can they
destroy it. (Both aspects of Allah's energy are indestructible as is our souls)
Man sees NOT that as the Dark essence IS Allah, that when we defy HIM in the first
instance, then HE becomes our 'enemy' and it is TRUE, sup on this energy and you 'die
in your sin' for against IT you cannot ever win.
So - everyone today is on a slide downhill, and I am simply sent by Mother with HIS
permission to enlighten everyone and give everyone a FINAL opportunity to save
themselves.
I am here to see if there is but ONE soul worthy of being elevated - ANY who defy Her
wisdom NOW via me will for SURE fall and BE destroyed* by HIS Dark forces in the
manner given by my pen. (Hers)
We cannot (BE destroyed as Allah's energy is indestructible*) But it means - taken 'OUT'
of Allah's heavenly picture and fall further from the Light into eternal agony and
suffering.
NO belief in any mortal man will save anyone - so say I - and soon everyone who has
not fortified their MIND as given by me will become totally mentally disturbed by
demonic thoughts which WILL possess them and they will become as 'robots' and
unable to think for themselves as they go forth meting out JUSTICE in a very brutal
manner FOR Allah (The dark) balancing ITS scales of justice.
It was prophesied that the present Pope is to be the last and that the next 'head of house'
was to be the devil or the antichrist - and that is ABSOLUTELY CORRECT - for the
DARK powers will be in absolute control VIA the MIND of ignorant or arrogant man
meting out divine Justice.
All this tit for tat agony will go on FOREVER for those who fail to heed me for they will
continue to defy the Light and as they retaliate they draw in more Dark energy and fight
ON and ON and ON forever in the realms below until they BURN for another forever.
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Regrettably scriptural texts have been written which are NOT correct and thus
'somehow' ignorant mortals have been programmed with the 'delightful' for THEM
belief that, even though they or their servants caused others grief, that praising the name
of some other mortal (Jesus) somehow exonerates them and nullifies Allah's Law. What
a SHOCK HORROR it is to BE for so many when they find out their error of belief &
judgement.
As neither the OLD nor the NEW Testaments hold the pure salvation truth they are
WORTHLESS and deceptive and holding mankind in bondage to the DARK. (Eternal
bondage & slavery & suffering)
We are created in the Light of the flame - the more dark energy we draw in over trillions
of years the further away around the circle we go in 'harmony' to or with whatever inner
energy vibration we have at any point in time to the vibration of Allah's mass.
Once we have fallen to a certain 'depth' it becomes dark and cold and absolutely
impossible to rise up due to the BRUTAL coercion at those levels. The torture goes on
and ON.
Go well – Terence
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